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Abstr
ijjg act - ~ This article describes the circumstances surround-

a n ecj e rece nt publication in book form and on CD-ROM of

"Au t Version °f F rs - Hermann Nekes and Ernest Worms’s
film' a lan ^ an g ua g es &gt;” which originally appeared in micro-
mag^ 0 ^53, as Micro-Bibliotheca Anthropos 10. The authors’
th e p Urn °P US is described and appraised, and is situated in
a nc i ° text tbe ri mes &gt; th 6 editorial decisions are outlined,

editgci 6 01081 significant differences between the original and
Valu e Version remarked on. It is suggested that the main
nu mb tbe work lies in the documentation it provides of a
of tbeer of moribund and extinct languages of the northwest
Z^m« 0ntinent - [Australian Aboriginal linguistics, missionary

lcs&gt; linguistic historiography, documentary linguistics]

Versj'f3111 McGregor, professor of linguistics in the Uni-
the v- Aarhus. His research focus is on the languages of
Whi C h u er * e y region of the far northwest of Australia, on
Well a s 6 bas Published grammars and sketch grammars, as
of ^ 3J merous articles and a general book (“The Languages
maiut ' lmberle Y’ Western Australia.” London 2004). He also
cu^ , ns a strong interest in the history of linguistics, and is
lang U a ^ editln g a book on the history of research on Australian

® es - - See also References Cited.

Production
 tut emip'1952 director of the Anthropos Insti-
offe'ri ritZ Bomemann, wrote to Fr. Ernest Worms
“^ urin § to publish his and Fr. Flermann Nekes’s

? eare&lt;i &amp;n Languages” on microfilm. It duly ap-
ip die following year, as the tenth volume
an d w erieS Micro -Bibliotheca Anthropos (Nekes
vi V i n 0rrns 1953; cf. Fig. 1). Thus ended the sur-

* au thor’s long struggle to bring their mag-
°pUs to the light of day.

Eight years previously, in 1945, the two Pal-
lottine fathers had considered that their studies
of Australian languages were nearing completion,
and that their manuscript, “Australian Languages,”
was ready for publication. They began seeking
a publisher in Australia, where they hoped their
work would be published. By March 1947 interest
of a Melbourne-based publisher had been secured.
Thus began a saga of disappointment for the au
thors: failure to obtain a publication subsidy from
the Australian government; failure to obtain the
necessary phonetic fonts for the linotype machines;
the disappearance without trace of a “well known
Catholic gentleman of the city [of Melbourne]”
whose assistance in negotiations with the publisher
had been enlisted; and ultimately the withdraw
al of the publisher from the project. Subsequent
attempts to interest Australian publishers failed.
Thus Fr. Worms was to sacrifice his ideal of pub
lication within the country, and accept the offer of
the Anthropos Institute.

In February 2006, some 61 years after Nekes
and Worms had begun looking for a publisher,
“Australian Languages” eventually appeared in book
form, under the imprint of Mouton de Gruyter,
vol. 24 in their series “Trends in Linguistics. Doc
umentation” (Nekes and Worms 2006). The au
thors’ dream was at least partly realized: the main
descriptive portion of their work was published in
book form, although the dictionaries, which con
stitute over half of the massive 1065-page work,
appeared on an accompanying CD-ROM. And of
course, the publisher is a German company.


